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Mr. J. P. O'Reilly, Direc+or , sion m..

y;2U. S. Nuclear Regulatory t,om6 m
101 Marietta Street, Suite 3100 g:-

Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Re: Perkins Nuclear Station50-488, 50-489, 50-490Docket Hos.:
okee Nuclear Station

Ket Hos.: 50-491, 50-492, 50-493
4E Bulletin: 79-07
Duke File: P81-1412.ll-1
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Dear Mr. O'Reilly:

Enclosed is Duke Power's response to IE Bulletin 79-07.

Very truly yours,

.

.. C. Dail
Vice President
Design Engineering
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Attach.-ent
Nuclear Regulatory Comissioncc: Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Division of Reactor Operations Inspection
Washington, D. C. 20555
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DUKE'S RESPONSE TO IE BULLETIN 79-07 FOR PERKINS/ CHEROKEE NUCLEAR STATION
.

With respect to items (1), (2) and (4) of the subject bulletin, we respond
as followt:
The EDS computer program SUPERPIPE is being and will be used on the piping
analysis done on Perkins and Cherokee. The analysis of the primary coolantBoth EDS Huclear, Inc.
loop will be performed by Combustion Engineering.
and Combustion Engineering have confirmed that their programs do not use
algebraic sunination methods for combining responses.

In answer to paragraph (3) of IE Bulletin No. 79-07, the verificationDue to theof computer programs was done in a combination of ways.
non-existence of the ASME benchmark problems during the time of the original
analyses, original versions of programs were verified with hand calcu-

As more and more programs became cocinercially available,lated results.
comparisons were made with these programs and with the ASME problems.

Specifically, EDS has used a combination of any or all of the following
methods:

1. Cocparison to ASME Benchmark Problem #1 ,

Benchmark Problems Utilizing EDS Programs and Other Industry2.
Programs (PIPESD,HUPIPE,ME-101)

3. Comparison to Hand Calculations

4. Comparison Between EDS Programs and Updated Versions

In answer to paragraph (3) of IE Bulletin 79-07. Coctustion Engineering
responds as follows:

" Time histories of the six components of force or moment (Fx, Fy, Fz,
Mx, My, Mz) at various sections of the reactor coolant system main loop
piping were computed separately for each of two horizontal and the verticalThe maximum co-directional components
directions of seismic excitation.
of force or moment over all time from each of the three directions of
excitation were combined by the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares
method to define the seismic loading condition at the particular piping

The load sets thus defined were compared to, and shown to belocation.
less governing than, the seismic loadings specified for design of the
piping.

Since the cocbination of loads were performed after the completion ofpropriateness ofthe dynamic analysis portion of the computation,
the results of the corbination was verified by di.2ct observation of
the uncombined inputs and the combined outputs."
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